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Another population of people who had paler skin and a variety of eye and hair colors arrived
around the same time from the east. The two peoples are thought to have mixed fairly quickly,
and Nordic people eventually became lighter skinned, allowing them to increase their vitamin D
production to survive in the dark winters.

Some Twitter users took the information advertised in the documentary as some sort of
conspiracy aimed at making people more open to immigration. “Indoctrination continues,” one
said.

@StyggeStigge14 Möt de första svenskarna - SVT Nyheter
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Not as ignorant as those whom Stick their heads in the sand whilst allowing history, culture and
heritage to be falsely rewritten to fit some global agenda. Our children's children will be
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educated on lies!

Others were quick to challenge the skepticism.

@PeterSweden7 EXPOSING THE FAR-LEFT LIES ABOUT ME! The Far-Left has spread fake
news articles and proven lies about me, claiming that I have horrible views that I do not have.
Here I once and for all document and expose ther lies.

One person joked it was simply impossible, as his ancestors were “frozen in the ice sheet”
before it melted.

  Also on rt.com ‘Climate-smart eating’? Swedish professor calls for ‘vegetarian pets,’ gets
blasted online...
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